ONLINE EfVET THEMATIC TEAM EVENT 2020
INTERNATIONALISATION & LEARNING MOBILITY
3-4/06/2020
DRAFT AGENDA

JUNE 3rd
In the first day of the event we will discuss the current situation and the future of international
activities. The Covid-19 crisis is having a huge impact on our work so it looks like things will
have to change accordingly. How can we overcome the challenges and turn the current
situation into an opportunity?

9.30 Welcome by the EfVET President James Calleja
9.45 Intro about the activities of the day, the connection with INTERVET WB project and
“Previously on TT Int&LM” - Quick report on the TT work in the last 12 months and how we
plan its evolution now.
10.00 Keynote on Covid-19 situation: consequences and initiative for VET.
10.20 What’s going on in our network. How we think the crisis will influence colleges and
international work: challenges and lessons learnt. Discussion in small working groups.
10.50 Back to plenary for results.
11.00 Coffee break
11.30 Intro about the TT priority on sustainability and I@H
11.40 Keynote speeches about sustainability and I@H
12.00 Workshop to help participants to get involved into I@H activities (Small groups including
people with more experience and newcomers about I@H.
12.50 Conclusions in plenary about I@H
13.15 Inputs about next EfVET conference and the topic we shall address as TT
13.30 End of the works

JUNE 4th
EfVET is a grassroots organisation with members in different phases of their
international activities. We all have one goal: to make education attractive for the current and
future VET learners and staff. To do so we need to support each other within our network.
Today we will explore how to set up initiatives to spread peer learning and teachers trainings
within our community.

9.15 Welcome by MCAST and virtual tour of the college
9.45 Intro about the topic of the day
09.50 Keynote speeches on best practices about:
-

peer learning/coaching
teachers trainings

10.15 Coffee break
10.30 Intro of the workshop and the methodology.
10.45 Workshop in small groups divided on the two topics (coaching and trainings)
11.45 Presentation of results
12.30 Evaluation and conclusions
13.00 End of the works

